
A World of Haypi Monsters. Catch 'Em All.
Make Them Yours.

/EINPresswire.com/ Shanghai, China - Gamers are thrilled with the release of Haypi Monster

1.2.2, a Pokemon-based MMORPG by Haypi Co., Ltd.

Haypi Monster features over a hundred monsters that players can battle, capture, train, and

breed. Each monster's powers come from one of eight elements, and each monster has its own

unique set of skills and evolution cycle. Players can attack their foes with the forces of fire, water,

electricity, and more!

Players will journey through perilous adventures with their monsters, using power potions and

healing jellies to assist them along the way. They must develop strategies to use their equipment,

resurrection cards, and loaded dice efficiently.

Players can even battle each other. Haypi Monster features two forms of PVP: the PVP Arena and

the Ladder Tournament. Players can get incredible prizes from entering the PVP Arena and can

even team up with a friend for a four-player fight! Victors in the Ladder Tournament will be able

to show off their crowns in the chat room.

Players can create extremely powerful monsters through synthesis and breeding. Ordinary

monsters can be synthesized together into a single, rare and powerful beast with the power of

synthesis scrolls. Players can then breed their strong monsters together to get a baby monster of

epic proportions!

The monsters of Haypi Monster come in a variety of shapes and sizes. The cute, clam-like

Chowda will win you over with its big blue eyes while the dragon Draconius will terrorize its

enemies with its massive size and wingspan. All these monsters can be yours! Catch them, train

them, teach them new skills, and bless them with incredible power.

Device Requirements:

* Compatible with iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad

* Requires iOS 5.0 or newer 

* Optimized for iPhone 5

* High-Definition

* 137 MB

http://www.haypi.com/monster/index.htm
http://www.haypi.com/monster/index.htm


Pricing and Availability: 

Haypi Monster 1.0.2 is Free to download and is available in the Games category of the App

Store.

Haypi Inc. a private company founded in 2008 and based in China. Haypi Inc. is the creator of

Haypi Kingdom, a game which has had a remarkable success. Our newest game is Haypi Dragon

1.3 and it already has numerous fans all over the world. Copyright (C) 2013 Haypi Inc. All Rights

Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in

the U.S. and/or other countries.
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